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In a recent note Strauss [3] proved uniqueness of the best &approximation 
when approximating with spline functions. In this note we consider spline 
functions for which only continuity (and no differentiability) is required in 
the knots. Then the underlying subspaces need only satisfy the Haar condi- 
tion; the existence of a Markov chain is not required. Moreover, the idea 
of our proof may easily be transferred to the case considered by Strauss in 
order to obtain a shorter proof of the uniqueness theorem. On the other 
hand no characterization is established. 
Let a=t,<t,<t,<.**<t,=b be a decomposition of I=[a,b] 
into k intervals. Let V,,, denote the subspace of C[a, b] of those functions, g, 
such that on any subinterval [tip, , ti], i = 1, 2,. .., k, g belongs to a given 
n-dimensional Haar-subspace, n > 2. 
To prove the uniqueness of &approximation we need the following 
lemmas : 
LEMMA 1. If f E C[ol, p] and ifg, , g, are two best L,-approximations in a 
convex set Y C C(X), then g, - g, vanishes at the zeros off - $(gl + gz). 
This statement was the first step of Cheney’s proof of Jackson’s Theo- 
rem [I]. 
LEMMA 2. Assume that m distinct points z, , z2 ,..., z, in [ol, /3] are given, 
and m < n - 1. Then in an n-dimensional Haar-subspace there is a function 
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h f 0, whose zeros in [OI, p] are precisely z1 ) z2 ,... i z, I Moreover, h(t) 
changes its sign at the zeros in (CX, p). 
In slightly different erms this can be found in Marlin and Studden [Z]. 
Now we are ready to prove our main theorem. 
UNIQUENESS THEOREM. For every f E C[a, b] there is a unique best 
L,-approximation in V,,, . 
Proof. Assume that g, and g, are two best approximations. Call iti- , &], 
i = 1, 2,..., k, a Z-interval (an NZ-interval, respectively) if g3 - gz vanishes 
identically (does not vanish identically, respectively) on [tie1 ) ti]. Assume 
there is at least one NZ-interval. Let [t2 : l,], 0 < I < m < k be a maximal 
block of NZ-intervals, i.e., [tl , t,] contains only NZ-intervals, but [flu1 : t,] 
and Et6 , t,,,] either are not well-defined or don’t have this property. 
Put g = (gI + g,)/2. We will construct a function h E Vn,k5 h + 
satisfying 
W(f - d(t> 2 02 tE1 (O 
h(t) = 0, t 65 -f\ft, 3 Gnl. 63 
Consider the interval [ti , tj+J, ,j = 1, I + I,..., m - 1. There, gI - g, 
has at most yz - 1 zeros. Pick out those zeros, which are either endpoints 
of the interval or at which f - g changes its sign. y Lemma 2 in the restricted 
family Vm,I, / [ti , tj+,] there is a function hj ) 13~ # 0 which vanishes at 
exactly the points considered. After multiplying hj wit (-1) if necessary, 
we have 
MNf - g)(t) 3 0, t E r4 > 4+11- (3 
Now h is defined recursively. At first let h coincide .with hl on [tH , tl+J. 
Assume that h has already been defined on [tl , tj]. If j < M we consider 
two cases. 
Case 1. g,(tj) = g,(tJ. Then we have h(tJ = hj-,(tj) = hj(tj) = 0, CGI~ 
the domain of h can be extended by setting 
Case 2. gl(tj) f g,(tJ. Then it follows from Lemma 1 t at (f - g>(q) # 0. 
Hence 
sign h(tj) = sign(f - g)(tJ = sign h,(tJ # 0. 
After multiplying hj with an appropriate positive factor if necessary 
have h,(tj) = h(tj) and the extension of the domain may also be perfor 
by (4). 
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Observe that g, - g, vanishes at tl if 1 > 0 and vanishes at t, if m < k. 
Hence, by (2) h is defined as a continuous function, and h E V,,, . 
Setting e(t) =f(t) - g(t), from (1) we obtain Jt h(t) sign e(t) dt > 0. 
Since e(t) has at most a finite number of zeros in [tl , t,], applying Lemma 1 
of Cheney’s paper to [xE , x,], we obtain for sufficiently small h 
s, I E - 2~ I dt = j-T I E - A% I dt + J;\[$ t I E I dt 
I, m 
l 
a contradiction to optimality. 
The authors are grateful to Ward Cheney for helpful discussions. 
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